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Reviewer, James Jak6b Liezka, University of Ahka, Anchorage. Vincent 
Michael Colapietro. Peirce’s Approach to the Sey: A Semiotic Perspective on 
Human Subjectivity. Albany: S U M  Press, 1989. xxi + 141 pp. $14.95 (paper). 

Those unfamiliarwith thevarieties ofprapatismmayshare BeruandRusseU’s 
sentiments: “I tind the love of truth in America obscured by commercialism, of 
which pragmatism is the philosophical expression.” First time readers of Peirce 
are always surprised to find that his philosophy expressed the converse of the 
norms which dominated the capitalist fever of his Gilded Age. Lewis Mumford is 
delighted that “it was those [like Peirce] who stood outside the circle of the Gilded 
Age that then came to be seen as more important than the dominating figures.” In 
fact, Mumford insists, “...his philosophy was what his own age deeply needed.” 
Peirce was clear that the bourgeois sense of community-the view that the 
community was a place of competition for rewards and a means 01 individual 
fulfillment-was devastating for moral progress and the search for truth. The 
“Gospel of Greed,” as Peirce called it, should be replaced with the “agapistic” 
sense of evolution, which suggests progress can onlybe made when every individ- 
ualmerges hisindividualityin sympathywithhis neighbors. Peircehadan explicit 
communitarian view of community-that is, the view that the community serves 
a purpose greater than any combination of the individud purposes of its mem- 
bers. The S e l f i n  this vision-achieves fulfillment through service to the worthy 
ideals of that community. This, in combination with Peirce’s ostensibly negative 
characterizations of individualism and the Self, have created a backlash among 
even scholars sympathetic to Peirce. Peirce went too far in denigrating the Self; 
moreover, such characterizations lead to certain anomalies andinconsistencies in 
his work. 

Colapietro’s hook, Peirce’s Approach to tha Sey, hopes to correct this image 
of Peirce by showing that, despite his communalism, there is a genuine and 
positive appreciation of the Self, and t h i s  characterization of the Self can also 
resolve the apparent anomalies in Peirce’s own ideas. Colapietro’s suategy is to 
use Peirce’s semiotie, as applied to the notion of the Self, in order to help Peirce 
out of the complex of anomalies. The first two chapters are devoted to solving 
theoretical problems thatwould prevent suchan application. Peirce scholars such 
as Beth Singer and Justus Buchler have claimed that Peirce’s theory of sign is not 
trulygeneral, in thesense thatitwouldnotapply toallpossiblesigns. Theirworry, 
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then,isthatitmightnotapplytonotionssuchPstheSelf. However, thecomplaints 
about the theory really center on Peirce's insistence that all signs must be 
referential, that the triadic relation, sign-object-interpretantis inviolable and 
irreducible. There are many apparent cases of non-referential signs: musical 
sounds, abstract an ,  commands. Colapietro weakly defends Peirce by saying that 
such counterexamples are either cases of "insufficiently complete signs" (12), or 
by showing them really to be eases of referential signs (a musical note refers to a 
composer's idea). 

The second theoretical concern in more relevant. Umberto Eco's claim that the 
subject of semiosis is not essential to semiosis seems to prevent an application of 
theoryto thesubjectortheSelf. Tbisseems tomehowever, tobeabogusproblem. 
Both Eco and, of course, Peirce use the valuable notion of the interpretant to 
ensure against any form of subjective idealism, that is, the claim that the subject 
in some sense constitutes the sign process. But there is no ostensible reason why 
the Self or the subject could not be an object of semiotic analysis for that reason. 

Colapietro follows this aspect of the study with a rather irrelevant chapter on 
the relation between semiotic and psychology. Chapter Four is an outline of the 
development of Peirce'snotion of the Self. Thisis thecrucial part of thebook, yet 
as Colapietroadmitsitisoalyanexpositional outline. Colapietroclaims that there 
are three phases in Peirce's concept of the Self. The first coincides with the 
Journal of SpecuIotive Philoaophy articlcs (1867-68); the second around 1891 
with the Monist papers; and the third in the later writings on pragmaticism. 
Through these three phases, the notion of the Selfchanges from one defined as the 
organization of ideas to one understood as the unity of habits (in accordance with 
the themes of pragmatism). But these three phases also express the tension 
between thenotionofthe Selfasanegation apartfromthecommunity,and the Self 
as the focus for the expression of the goals of the ideal community, namely, 
concrete reasonableness. This tension is centered on the notion of "self-control," 
orwhatisgenerally calledautonomy. Howisitpossible tohaveacommunitywhich 
is infused with the ideal of concrete reasonableness, with its concomitant ideas of 
critique,cvaluation, correctionand thelike, yetinsist that theindividualswithin 
that community are negations apart from it? This, as astute commentators such 
as Richard Bernstein have noted, seems to be the greatest anomaly in Peirce's 
concept of the Self. How do we resolve the communalist sense in Peirce (the agent 
asrelativelypassivein weddingitselfto theidealsandgoalsof thecommunity)with 
the Enlightenment concept of self-control or autonomy (the agent is in active 
control of rules which governs its behavior)? 

Colapietro suggests that Peirce suggests t h i s  tension is resolved in the following 
way: our ability to exert control over ourselves ultimately rests upon our ability 
to open ourselves to the very real effort of truly attractive ideals (92). But, 
although this is Peirce's claim, it is not quite precise enough to solve the tension 
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adequately, and Colapietro nee& to unpack this position more fully. This tension 
is only apparentbecause its resolution depends not on the adoption ofjustany sort 
ofideal, but the rkht sort of ideal; if the choice is concrete reasonableness, there 
is no problem; if it is otherwise, then there is a problem. The choice of concrete 
reasonableness as anideal demands thatwebewmecriticalandautonomons. Self- 
control is precisely the goal of such a community. There is no contradiction in 
saying that the Self is nothing apart from the community and saying, therefore, 
that in a community infused with Enlightenment ideals, the Self will aim towards 
self-control (since that is after all exactly the ideal of an Enlightenment Commu- 
nity). 

The final chapter of the book attempts to relieve Peirce of the image of a nay- 
sayer to things such as reflection, imagination, personal fantasy and the like. 
Given his attackon Cartesian snbjectivismand James'sindividualism, Colapietro 
wants to show that Peirce is s t i l l  balanced in  his view of the Self. Despite Peirce's 
pseudo-behaviorist approach to the Self, Peirm recognizes the power of con- 
sciousness and the efficacy of inner life. 

Peirce scholars may be interested to read the book because it does help focus 
many of the crucial questions and tensions concerning Peirce's concept of the Self 
and its relation to the community; however, they may be disappointed in the 
sketchy characterization of Peirce's concept of the Self. Similarly, thosegcnerally 
interested in what Peirce might have to say about the Self w i l l  f u d  this book 
somewhat helpful, but it is not the definitive study of Peirce's idea of the self. 
Finally, although Peirce's semiotic is helpful here, much space is wasted on 
theoreticalissuesthatarenotgermanetotheproblemswithPeirce'sconceptofthe 
Self. 

Reviewer, Michael Sullivan, Vanderbilt University 
John J. Stuhr. John Dewey. Nashville: Carmichael& Carmichael, 1991. $14.95 
(two tapes). 

"Philosophy recovers irself," wrote John Dewey, "when it ceases to be a device 
for dealing with the problems of philosophers and becomes a method, cultivated 
by philosophers, for dealing with the prohlems of men." John Stuhr's John 
Dewey, narrated by Charlton Heston and released on audio tape in the Giants of 
Philosophy series by Carmichael & Carmichael, is itself an important step in this 
recovery process. It presents Dewey's challenge, the challenge to use intelligence 
to enhance the quality of individual and community life, on a new medium, to a 
broader audience. The innovative use of audio tape makes Dewey's thought 
accessible to the community at large in addition to the academy-a feature that is 
particularly appropriate to Dewey'sphilosophywhichalways sought toengage the 
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concerns of the general population. 
Stuhr's account of Dewey's philosophy like his previous anthology, Classical 

American Philosophy, is clear, superbly orgpnieed, and illuminating. In a brief 
monograph, Stuhr brilliantly draws together the wide ranging themes that 
occupied Dewey bin entire life and filled over thirty-five volumes of collected 
works. Throughout, Stuhr makes an obvious effort to write in order to be 
narrated, and, as aresult, Hcston's oral presentation, wbichis characteristically 
rich and engaging, comes off masterfully. The appearance of this new resource 
constitutes a valuable contribution to the growing discourse on John Dewey. 

The primary concern of Dewey's philosophy is the application of critical 
reflection and intelligentmethod to problems encountered in experience. Accord- 
ingly, Stuhr emphasizes the special character of the relationship between experi- 
ence and philosophy in Dewey's work. "[Dewey] stresses that philosophy is a 
bumanactivity; it's something wc do and u d r g o ,  just an we drive a car, talkwith 
friends, fall in love, or stay up all night with a sick child. But philosophy also is 
a reflective, purposeful activity. It responds to life's problems and seeks to solve 
them. Thismeans thataphilosophyis situatedinexperience; experience supplies 
the problems of philosophy." In contradistinction to other philosophers who 
attempt to describe experience by chopping it up into subjective and objective 
components, hypostatizing abntract distinctions, such an subjeedobject and 
mindhody, Dewey maintains that ourprimary experienceis best characteruedin 
the wayitisexperienced, asanaetiveongoingunityoforganismandenvironmeut. 
To elaborate t h i s  central but difficult point, Stuhr discusses in detail seven key 
characteristies of Dewey's notion of experience: Experience is: (1) unstable, 
always changing; (2) continuous, events are connected in and through time; (3) 
historical, evcnta have beginnings, middles, and endings; (4) qualitative, each 
event has its own unique, "ineffable quality"; (5) refictiue, the causcs of 
experience can be investigated; (6) meanin@; and, (7) irreducibly social, 
experience owes its meaning to its situatedness in a social setting. 

Dewey believed, Stuhr notes, that traditional philosophers have allowed 
allegiance to traditional philosophical problems to obscure the importance of new 
problems emerging from new realities. The problem for Dewey, Stuhr explains, 
isn't thatphilosophers are bad problem solvers, rather they are working at solving 
the wrong problems. Instead of focusing critical attention on pressing problem9 
that have been produced as the result of rapid and widespread cultural change, 
philosophers, by and large, have gone on pursuing antiquated concerns. Mean- 
while, the development of industry and technology has outpaced the development 
of thought. Our values are no longer in accord with the external conditions of our 
lives. Deweydia~osesthesituationasfoUows:"Itisevidentenoughthat therapid 
industrialization ofour civilization took 1x8 unawares. Being mentally andmorally 
unprepared, our older creeds have become ingrowing; the more we depart from 
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them in fact, the more loudly we proclaim them. In effect we treat them as magic 
formulae. By repeating them often enough we hope to ward off the evils of the new 
situation oratleasttopreventoumelvesfromseeingthem ...;” Deweywants, Stuhr 
tells us, torecover andreconstructphilosophy, to grounditin the actualproblems 
of experience rather than mere “academic puzzles.” 

By explicating Dewey’s notion of philosophy as method Stuhr provides an 
excellentexplanationofhow t h i s  recovery andreconstructioncanbeundertaken. 
Philosophy must become an intelligent method of inquiry into experien-n 
inquiry capable both oflocating our most significant problems and ofexperimen- 
tally testing potential solutions to those problems. In this way, Stuhr explains, 
philosophy joins other empirical disciplines which enable individuals and society 
to “more regularly and fully predict consequences, and to reach [their] goals.” 
Moreimportantly. theprojeets ofphilosophy and democracy convergearound the 
task of empowering individuals and the larger community to guide themselves in 
their own self-formation and growth. So, as Stuhrpoints out, Dewey‘s philosophy 
not only develops intelligent methods of inquiry to apply to social problems, but 
also participates in the active reconstruction of democratic society which occurs 
in such applications. 

On the second tape, Stuhr discusses Dewey’s vision for the democratic recon- 
struction of culture. Dewey believed that culture, like individualism, is not 
something ‘hady-made,” but something that must be achieved. It is a social 
product that cannot thrive without the creation of appropriate social conditions. 
Hence, Dewey’s unequivocal concern and support for an education that would 
provide individuals with the tools to realize their full potential and participate 
actively in the democratic reconstruction of their community. In good pragmatic 
fashion, Stuhr finishes his monograph with an examination of Dewey’s concrete 
criticisms and suggestions for specific practices such as art, religion, and, of 
course, democracy. Stuhr’s discussion highlights the fact that the test of philoso- 
phy, any philosophy, according to Dewey is the results that philosophy yields in 
practice. “Thus thereis here supplied,”wroteDewey, “afirst-rate testof thevalue 
of any philosophy which is offered us: Does it endin conclusions which when they 
are referred back to ordinary life-xperiences and their predicaments, render 
themmoresignifcant,moreluminous tous,  andmake our dealingwiththemmore 
fruitful?” The value of Dewey’s philosophy, on its own terms, Stuhr insists, must 
not be found merely in thereadingofit, but also, andprimarily, in the actions that 
accompany it. It is the extent to which we respond to Dewey’s “challenge” and 
incorporate intelligent method to enrich the quality of our lives that will, in the 
end, reveal the value of Dewey’s philosophy. 

There is more to thin message than a new media, and more to Stuhr’s project 
than simply making yet anotherphilosopher more accessible to the public. Dewey 
laboredmuchofhislife, Stuhrreminds us, nottomakephilosophypractica1,but 
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tomakepracticemorephilosophical, moreintelligent. Afirststep toward thatend 
is the development of intelligent cross disciplinary, cross cultural, and cross 
community discussion. This fine monograph on John Dewey’s philosophy antici- 
pates and fosters such discussion-returning Dewey to his rigbtful place among 
such giants of philosophy as Aristotle, Kant, and Hegel, and, most importantly, 
returning philosophy to the problems of human beinp. 

Reviewer, Damell Rueker, Skidmore. College 
Larry A. Hickman. John Dewey’s Propatic Technology. Bloomington and 
Indiana UP, 1990. xvii & 234pp. $29.95 (cloth). 

After pointing out that Dewey provides no single definition of technology, 
Larry Hickman writes in accurate Deweyan style, “Bnt in at least one important 
sense technology can be said to be the appropriate transformation of a problem- 
atic situation, undertaken by means of the instrumentalities of inquiry, whatever 
form those instrumentalities may take” (44-45). Hickman’s book argues for 
reading Dewey’s entire corpus as a critique of technology and especially for 
recognizing that scientific inquiry in that corpus is a form of technology utilizing 
as instruments ideas, theories, and logical S W U C N ~ ~ S .  Dewey’s remark late in life 
that he might have avoided some misunderstanding had he used “technology” 
rather than “instrumentalism” to characterize his thoughtprompta Hickman to 
fmd Dewey’s work from 1891 on readily translatable into the nomenclature of 
technology. That translation is used to clarify and unify Dewey’s philosophy for 
the readerand tocorrectthenarrowness(asweUas thedeterministicbent)ofmost 
philosophies of technology. 

In calling science a form of manufacture (115). IIickman emphasizes the point 
thatDewey stood Aristotle’s hierarchy of thesciences on its head. Modernscience 
could emerge only when it became technological-productiveinslead of merely 
abstract. Contemplativevalueis aesthetic and theproduct of craftspeople, not of 
philosophers detached from all practical concerns. Hickman swtes Dewey’s 
genetic method in the language of technology as that method is exhibited in his 
logic, aesthetics, and social and political theory, in order to demonstrate the 
instrumental importance of the concept of continuity (as opposed to the dualisms 
that continue to muddle our thinking) and the instrumental power of Dewey’s 
whole philosophy for our technoIogical age. 

Hickman’s scholarship iswide-rangingandis used to CompareDeweywith such 
recent theorists of technology as Carl Mitchum, Albert Borpann, Langdon 
Winner, and Jacques Ellul; and to reply to some prominent critics of Dewey, 
including Lewis Mumford, C. Wright Mills, Max Horkheimer, and Bertrand 
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Russell; and to assert the depth and originality of Dewey's work in relation to that 
of such disparate modem icons as Wittgenstein, Heidegger, Rawls, and Nozick. 

Because of the persistent misinterpretations of his ideas, no matter how 
carefully he tried to state and restate them, Dewey considered a succession of 
possible terminological changes. The major shift he actively incolporatedinto his 
writing was that from "pragmatism" to "instrumentalism." But that shift did not 
have any marked effect: Upragmatism" remains the most eommon tag for Dewey, 
as for the other classical American philosophers. In his discussions with Arthur 
F. Bentleyfroml932 to1950, Dewey yielded toBentley'sinsistencethathereplace 
"interaction" with "transaction." And Dewey expressed a regret that he had not 
used "culture" instead of "experience" in his important book Experience and 
Nature. 

C.E. Ayres, one of Dewey's most perceptive followers did work out with 
considerable thoroughness the implications of Dewey's philosophy as a philose 
phy of technology-workedit out especially for science, eeonomics, and indus trial 
culture. (Hickman says [2] that among Dewey's disciples only Ayres and Sidney 
Hooksaw thatinstrumentalismis acritiqueoftechnology.)Deweywas awareand 
approved of what Ayres was doing; and it is interesting in connection with 
Hickman's thesis tonotethatDeweyremarkedin aletter toBentley(June 7,1944) 
that Ayres thought that "instrumental" is less subject to misapprehension than 
"technological," the reverse of the view Dewey was then entertaining. The fact 
remains, however, that unless readers share a philosopher's purpose and pay 
honest attention to what is said and to the uSei of key concepts in different 
problematic contexts, changing words wi l l  not produce enlightenment for those 
readers. Ayres well may be right about "teehnological" (which was his key term), 
given that, despite the growing seholarly interest in the philosophy of technology 
since Dewey's day, "technology" generally continues to be a narrowly eonstrued 
name for the worst aspects of a business culture or for a crude mechanistic view 
of the world. 

In a society (and, increasingly, a world) that is unphilosophic in the full sense 
ofthatnegativeterm,itisinordinatelydif~eulttogetanyoneotherthanahandful 
of isolated academics 10 eonsider, much less to understand, the utility of a radical 
theoretical conception of the human situation, no matter how meaningful that 
conception may be. Dewey's early and continuing perception was that the only 
hope lies in education, since the actual reconsrruction he saw necessary is not the 
work of theorista but of the concerned women and men in the myriad useful jobs 
of any civilization. That hope, of course, rested upon the possibility of a new 
understanding, atleast on thepartofeducators, of theindividua-social relation- 
ship, an understanding that fully realized selves become persons in some regard, 
agents of their communities. He did not see much evidence of any such under- 
standing, but he spenthis life trying to show it 10 teachers, philosophers, citizens. 
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Hickman's book is a continuation of that effort in the spirit of John Dewey. One 
only can wish this new effort a new audience whose making, acting, and thinking 
in positions of technological influence might be altered by that spirit. 

Revkwer, Eugene Mayers, California State University, A a y w d .  
George R. Lucas, Jr. The Rehabilitationof Whhhead:AnAnalytic and HistorC 
calAssessmentof Process Philosophy. Albany, Ny: SUNYF'ress, 1989. xiv & 216 
pp. $44.50 (cloth); $14.95 (paper). 

George Lucas explains in his preface that whilc his ambitious new study is 
"devoted to the contemporary significance and vitality of the thought of Alfred 
North Whitehead, [it] likewise aims at countering the relative neglect [of 
Whitehead's philosophy] in the current mainstream of Anglo-American philoso- 
phy," and in the preface he also expresses the hope that the study may serve "to 
expand the influence of [Whitehead's] seminal ideas beyond the narrow reach of 
a s m a l l  but devoted cadre of Wbiteheadian disciples" (xi). Although the study's 
objectives seem thus clearly enough stated, it is yet necessary that thcy be 
considered in relation to the goal of rehabilitation, Lucas's ultimate purpose. For 
rehabilitation doesnotmean for Lucas theestablishmentofanorthodoxy. Rather 
he intends by the term to designate a state of affairs in which the ideas of the 
philosopher so honored are viewed as constituting a store of penetrating thoughts 
and concepts that may prove suggestive to present-day philosophers in the 
prosecution of their own inquir ieba condition evidently obtainingin the case of 
eertain scientists Lucas later refers to, who, while they do not follow Whitehead, 
yet acknowledge his influence and view bin ideas as "a rich historical source for 
novel philosophic insights" (199). It is with that sense of the term in mind that 
Lucas speaks of a call for rehabilitation "not as a call for discipleship but for 
renewed stimuli toward authentic philosophic investigation" (204), and it is as 
directed to Whitehead's rehabilitation in that sense that the contents of Lucas's 
book are to be understood. 

Following the opening chapter and Lucas's affirmation of a speculative, 
systematic metaphysics as basic to philosophy, Parts One and Two proceed with 
the "historical assessment" and a sketch of the schools of procesa philosophy. 
Lueas distinguishes four suchschools: (1) the evolutionary cosmological, begun in 
the eighteenth century but continuing down to the present; (2) the European 
Roman tic Naturphilosophie, influenced by the earlier movement, and, in turn, an 
influence on Hegel; (3) the twentiethcentury realist,particularly as developedby 
its American followers in revolt against "right-wing Hegelianism," a revolt in 
which, Lucas points out, both pragmatist and personalist philosopbers partici- 
pated; and (4) Whitehead's process rationalist. Lucas concludes the account with 
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an examination of the relationship of Whitehead’s school to each of its predeces- 
sors. 

Thehistoricalbackgroundcomplete, PartThree presents the study’s “analyti- 
cal assessment” and, with it, material particularly relevant to the question of 
Whitehead’s rehabilitation. Thus, aiming to alter the attitude of the mainstream 
to Whitehead’s philosophy, Chapter VIII presents a Considerable number of 
instances in Whitehead’s writings which either anticipate or contribute to the 
discussion of topics generally thought to be the peculiar province of present-day 
analytic philosophers. Next, aiming o move the “devoted cadre” closer to the 
mainstream, Chapter IX identifies an impressive number of discussions, by 
members of thc present generation of Whitehead scholars, criticizing or develop- 
ing more satisfactory approaches to fundamental doctrines in Whitehead’s 
system. Finally, concerned to show the implications of Whitehead’s thought for 
science as well as for philosophy, Chapter X presents an informed analysis of 
certain contemporary developments in physical and cosmological theory that 
Lucas also uses as a hasc from which to advance his ideas concerning the future 
ofbothprocessphilosophyandphilosophyitself. Itisin ChapterX, for example, 
that Lucas describes, “as precisely the perspective that philosophers in general 
should co rn  to adopt in their assessment of Whitehead’s significance,” the new 
of Whitehead as “a rich, historicpl source for novel philosophic insights” held by 
those scientists referred to earlier; and it is,likewise in Chapter X, in its conclud- 
ingparagraph, that Lucas avers his belief that “the future ofphilosophy depends 
on the recovery of a pluralistic, systematic, poat-analytic metaphysic-d the 
future of metaphysics, in turn, lies in a commitment to the fundamental impor- 
tance of a comprehensive philosophy of nature’’ (199). To this conception of a 
future philosophy, the study’s brief Conclusion, that foIlows Chapter X, sugests 
the interesting possibility of its incorporating certain elements of contemporary 
Continental philosophy. 

Perhaps the most serious reservation that one might raise concerning Lucas’s 
study relates to the likelihood of its promoting the rehabilitation to which it is 
directed. For even should the mainstream philosophers be persuaded of the 
continuity of their thoughtwith Whitehead’s, therewould yetremain doubt, given 
the gulf henveen thcir analytic approach and Whitehead’s speculative metaphys- 
ics, that they would be led to fiid, either in his style or substance, resources they 
would wish further to develop. Likewise, the likelihood of the other two groups 
affecting the majority is subject to doubt, the small  numbers and the isolation of 
the “devoted cadre” counting against their influence, and, despite the prestige 
attaching to science, the majority’s lack of interest in cosmological speculation 
counting against the influence of the scientists. 

Yet, regardless of the success that may or  may not attend Lucas’s efforts at 
rehabilitation. there can he no doubt of the very considerable contribution to 
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contemporary scholarship that his study represents, a study that has, by its 
unique combination of analytical and historical methods, amassed a remarkable 
range of materials. By treating process as a point of view that has steadily 
developed in a period of over two centuries, it succeeds in grounding Whitehead’s 
version in awell+stabliahed tradition that,itseems to suggest, has yet the distinct 
possibility offurtherdevelopment. At thesametime,withitssurveyofWhitehead’s 
contribution to issues of concern to contemporary philosophy, it succeeds in 
confrontingthemainstreamwithevidenceitwouldseem hard toignore, andwith 
its compilation of developments in Whiteheadian scholarship, in challenging the 
“devoted cadre” to expand their interests and techniques to keep pace with the 
ever-increasing demands of present-day philosophy. Finally, by including in its 
purview, a consideration of issues in contemporary physics, it succeeds in 
presentingperhaps the strongest evidence documenting “the scope and vitality” 
of Whitehead’s thought, as well as in affording Lucas the opportunity to present 
a well-considered answer to the much-debated question as to the future of 
philosophy. 

Taken in toto, Lucas has in relatively brief compass, not only produced a 
scholarly work of great breadth and insight, but has, in addition, fashioned a 
vision as to the future of philosophy to which today’s philosophers of whatever 
orientation might be well advised to give serious attention. 

Reviewer, Willlam Gavin, University of Southern Maine 
Cornel West. ThsAmerican EvaswnofPhiloaophy:A Gensabgyof Pragmatism. 
Madison: U of Wisconsin P, 1989.279 pp. $44.95 (cloth); $16.95 @.per). 

In the present text West offers his own retelling of the history of pragmatism 
and the reasons for its renaissance, his own “restructuring of the problematic,” 
so to speak. Admittedly selective rather than comprehensive, he sees himself as 
critically outlining the beginning, development, decline and resurgence of Ameri- 
can pragmatism, and offers his own addition, ”prophetic pragmatism,” to this 
narrative. West’s fundamental argument is that “...the evasion of epistemology- 
centered philosophy-from Emerson to Rorty-results in a conception of phi- 
losophy as a form of cultural criticism in which the meaning of America is put 
forward by intellectuals in response to distinct social and cultural crises” (5).  In 
short,Americanpragmatismis ofimportanceprecisely to theextent thatit didnot 
become pre-occupied with an exclusive and elitist methodology. 

This much being said, what is of most interest concerns who is foregrounded 
and who de-emphasized in the narrative. As might be expected, Emerson is an 
important thinker for West; he defies disciplinary classification, and is like Marx 
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in that both stress “...the dynamic character of selves and structures, the 
malleability of tradition and the transformative potential in human history” 
(10tthough the opposition for Emerson is personal stagnation rather than class 
exploitation. West approves of Emerson’s fascination with ”power, provocation, 
and personality” (10). but asserts that any understanding of his concept of the 
person is “inscparahle from his understanding of race” (28)-and bere Emerson 
is found wanting. His “...conception of the worth and dignity of human person- 
ality is racially circumscribed” (34). None the less Emerson does succeed in 
evading modern philosophy, with its quest for certainty and its emphasis on 
professionalism. James and Peirce receive shorter shrift in West’s narrative, 
especially when one remembers their usual priority in most histories of pragma- 
tism. Both do avoid or evade foundationalism, but their respective emphases in 
pragmatism(Peirceon thelogicaland Jamesontheindividual)doesnotfitWest’s 
sociaVpolitical agenda well. Also West worries that James’s “...pre-occupation 
with continuity minimizes disruption and precludes subversion” (65). By con- 
trast, Dewey receives extensive attention; he too evades epistemology as the main 
issue in philosophy, and functions instead as cultural and social critic. West 
foregrounds Dewey’s essay on Emerson, in an effort to show that Dewey himself 
knew that Emerson was evading, and sees Dewey as “...first and foremost an 
Emersonian evangelist of democracy who views the expansion of critical intelli- 
gence as requisite for the more full development of human individuality and 
personality” (100). He faults Dewey for being too optimistic, for being inade- 
quately aware of the Marxist tradition, for assuming the relative homogeneity of 
the human community, and for offering, as a result, education and discussion as 
the primary vehicles via which one achieves creative democracy. 

A somewhat surprising list of players makes up what West calls “tbe mid- 
century pragmatic intellectual,” viz., Sidney Hook, Lionel Trilling, Reinhold 
Niebuhr, C. Wright Mills, and W.E.B. Du Bois. West sees the common problem 
for these thinkers to be I ‘ . .  , the waningpowers ofwillful persons against stubborn 
circumstanees”(113), andviews theirwriting as tragic,ironic, and to some degree 
pessimistic. He traces Hook’s odyssey from Deweyan Marxist to cold war social 
democrat as an indication that pragmatism is in a deep crisis. He views Mills’ 
“biologization” of Dewey’s thought as incorrect, and charges that Mills’ pessi- 
mism over the possibility of social change unfortunately results in his ovcr- 
emphasizing the importance of the vocation of being an intellectual. Du Bois not 
only agrees with Emerson’s emphasis on overcoming problem; more impor- 
tantly, he raises the very issue of how it actually feels to be a problem, i.e., to be 
an American of African descent; furthermore, he provides American pragmatism 
withaninternationalperspectivewhichhi%lights tbeplightof thewretchedof the 
earth (148). Niebuhr creates a Christian pragmatism, emphasizing a tragic 
perspective. Ultimately for West it is unsuccessful, with the Christian sense of self 
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overcoming the pragmatic part. Trilling, too, winds up in pessimism, elevating 
circumstances over the person, and turning, incorrectly, from the political to the 
psychocultural. His outlook in  ultimately claustrophobic. 

In West's story ,  pragmatism is rejuvenated through the work of Quine and 
Rorty. Quinegavepr~atismacademicres~tabilityafterthewar;hisrejection 
oftheaualyticlspthetic distiuctiondoes constitute anevasion. but hisbehaviorist 
psychology constitutes a foundationalistresidue. Goodman goes much further, as 
does Sellars with his rejection of the "myth of the given"; though neither can 
actually he called a pragmatist in West's opinion, the upshot of their endeavors 
is g r i s t  for the pragmatist mill. Rorty in dealt with in some detail by West, as 
obviously acompeting narratorwitha different tale to tell aboutpragmatism. He 
traces Rorty's emphasis on pragmatism from 1961, but views the publication of 
the essay entitled "The World Well Lost" as constituting the beginning of Rorty's 
later pragmatist period, since Dewey's influence here is explicit. West views 
Rorty's distinctive neopragmatism as "a move hack not simply to American 
pragmatism, but, more fundamentally, to Ralph Waldo Emerson, in thatwe arc 
left with no philosophically authoritative traditions with which to recreate and 
redescribe onrselves and the world" (203). But West charges that Rorty's 
postmodernist bourgeois Liberalism has problems from an ethical point of view, 
which of course is the one West is advocating. From such a perspective, Rorty's 
position has no consequences at all, at the "macrosocietal" level. At the "micrw 
societal" level Rorty's outlook does make a difference, i.e., it "...has immcnsc 
antiprofessional implications for the academy" (206). Leaving aside the question 
of the validity of this new form of dualism on West's part, he terminates this 
chapter by claiming that ". ..Rorty's limited historicism needs Marx, Durkheim, 
Weher,Beauvoir,andDuRois ..."( 209), andbyassertingthat" ... itiaimpossiblc 
to historicize philosophy without partly politicizing (in contrast to vulgarly 
ideologizing) it" (207). As an alternative, or rather an extension, West in the last 
chapter offers "prophetic pragmatism," a political and cultural criticism which 
will".. .recapture Emerson's sense ofvision-his utopianimpulse-yetrechannel 
it through Dewey's conception of creative democracy and Du Bois' structural 
analysis of the limits of capitalist democracy" (212). He offers some threads of the 
beginnings of an outline of prophetic pragmatism here, critically comparing his 
stance with the work of Ungar, who occupies the space between Dewey and 
Gramsciandis toomuchofa"supertheorist"; andwiththeworkofFoucault, who 
is preoccupied with one form of power only, downplays human agency, and 
devalues moral discourse. 

West's way of dealing with the "tragic sense of life" found bere is to note that 
"tragic" is a term with different meanings, depending on the context, i.e., it is a 
social construct. As such, Ytra~c"doesnotperserule ontpersonalagcncy. There 
isadimension ofthe tragicinpropheticpragmatisminthatitrealizes thereislittle 
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chance of ridding the world of al l  evil; yet prophetic pragmatism ". ..is a kind of 
romanticism in that it holds many experiences of evil to be neither inevitable nor 
necessary" ... (228). Prophetic pragmatism, as West sees it, does indeed want to 
"make a difference." 

West had made a similar case in opposing the passivity and pessimism of mid- 
century pragmatist thinkers in an earlier chapter. There, while noting that a 
tragic sense of life "...is indeed a defensible response to the battered hopes and 
dreams, the heart-tearing atrocities and brutalities of thin century," West insists 
that ". . .this response in no way necessarily entails privatistic quietism, cold war 
accommodationism, academic professionalism, or individual martyrdom" (180). 
Apathy emerges as an issue which he takes seriously and deems extremely 
dangerou-ne which he will fight against vehemently. For West, as for William 
James, even if one cannot prove for sure that life is a "real" fight, it "feeb like a 
fight."The Introduction to West's hook describes the author as being "in the heat 
of battle," and as having "no other choice but to fight" (8). This theme serves as 
an indication as to why the book is itself so provocative and enticing. The text 
constitutes a battle waged by the author for the s o d  (mind) of the reader. The 
"pragmaticupshot"oKthebattleisnotyetdetermined,butWest's textconstitutes 
a sustained foray that will have to be taken very seriously indeed. 

Reviewer, Nichoh F. Gier, University of Idaho 
Charles M. Sherover. Time, Freedom, and theCommon Good:An Essay in Publie 
Philosophy. Albany: S U NY Press, 1989. xiii & 314 pp. $59.50 (cloth); $19.95 
(paper). 

In his first two hooks Charles Sherover devoted himself to the question of time. 
In this book he applies his philosophy of time to social and political philosophy. 
Theresultisa thoroughcritiqueofthesocialatomismofthinkerssuchasHobbes, 
Locke, and Mill. In his response to thin liberal tradition, he draws on the works 
ofphilosophersas diverseas Aristotle, Machiavelli,Burke,Montesqnieu, Rousseau, 
and T.H. Green. Sherover discusses Aristotle's concept of polity and proposes 
three principles of polity: membership, temporality, and freedom. Against the 
social atomist, he agrees with Aristotle and many other contemporary thinkers 
thathumannatureisprimarilysocialandrelational. Thismeans thatsocietyand 
political organization arenatural to humans,not something artificial. Sherover's 
special contribution is his emphasis on the temporal character of human nature 
andsociety. Westernphilosophy hasbeendominatedby asnbstancemetaphysics, 
one which removed both relational and temporal qualities from fundamental 
realities: God, persons, or atoms. With regard to freedom, Sherover supports 
Green's concept of positive liberty, and he demonstrates ably how negative 
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liberty, connected asitis Withsocial atomism, fails as aconstructiveviewofhuman 
freedom. 

It was quite natural for an early modern philosopher such as Hobbes, pro- 
foundly influenced by the new science, to take the concept of atom as a way of 
viewing individuals in society. The analogy was quite seductive and continues to 
be used in current political philosophy, especially in libertarian circles. It offers 
a view of autonomoun individuals moving about in the empty space of society, 
freely choosing their own religious, cultural, economic, and political affiliations. 
Regardless of how attractive it mi&t he, Sherover believes that social atomism 
fails to preserve the essential values of community and tradition. It also perpetu- 
ates an abstract view of human reason and rights, which is not cognizant of the 
e~igenciesoftimeandculture. andcanlead tounworkableutopias,orevcnworse, 
the terrors of the French and Russian Revolutions. 

Socialatomism also violates the three principles ofpolity. The Epicurean atom 
has only accidental, external relations, so the social atomis seen as self-contained 
and self-sufficient, an entity unto itself. Sherover's principle of polity assumes a 
relational self, not an isolated self. He argues that "the idea of the social does not 
arise from our separate selves: it is itself what enables these separate selves to 
develop"(21). Social atomists haveno way of making mere members of society into 
true citizens. Furthermore, they cannot speak of a common good, but only a 
simple sum of individual goods. The government's role is then reduced to 
adjudicating competing claims to these goods. 

The atom is also timeless: history and temporal succession do not affect its 
essential nature. We, on the other hand, are temporal creatures, who live in 
communities that are shaped by history and tradition. An atom is the same 
yesterday, today, and forever, but human beinp are essentially shaped by their 
times and the way they choose to use their time. The problem with utopian 
thinking, implies Sherover, is not so much that it is utopos (no place), but that it 
is achronie (out of time). Sherover describes the function of governments as 
controlling-"by laws, regulations, institutions, and procedures-the time of 
their citizens. A command society systematically regiments their temporality for 
those ends deemed important by its governors. A free society strives to keep the 
temporality of private citizens as open as possible" (131). 

Finally, social atomism violates the third principle of polity, a positive free- 
dom, fostered by an enlightened hut limitedgovernment, whichenablespeople to 
fulfill their potentials. Negative liberty, the simple freedom from constraint, is 
empty of content and positive relations or virtues. "To tell an illiterate person,.' 
saysSberover,"thatheisallowedtoreadisrath~emptyliberty; to teaahhimhow 
toreadis toprovideapositivefreedomoropportunityenablinghimdo so"(117). 
Theoretically, proponents of negative liberty can find no problem with the 
homeless or jobless; indeed, they would have to declare that these people are 
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“free.” Practically, Sherover rightly observes that systems of public education, 
housing, health, and transportation- essential for free societies everywhere- 
cannot be justified by negative liberty. 

Sherover proposes that we return to an organic world-view, one which con- 
ceives of human society as a living body (98-99). In its Greek and medieval 
versions, community and tradition were indeed preserved (sometimes oppres- 
sively), but time was subordinate to the eternal. While I agree that we are better 
served by organic analogies, Sherover does not acknowledge any of their inherent 
problems. If Sherover is committed to equal opportunity (he firmly rejects 
guaranteeing equality of result), then he has to acknowledge the fact that many 
organic systems are hierarchical: e.g., the brains are more important than the 
liver and theliver moreimportant than thefeet. It appears that organic analogies 
are better support for “command” societies such as Plato’s Republic rather than 
Sherover’s democratic commonwealth. 

In demonstrating Mill’s inconsistencies-I agree that there are many-She- 
rover overlooks Mill’s turn to organic analogy in Chapter 111 of Utilitarionism. 
Waxing quiteeloquently about the need for%ocial feelings” and the “desire to be 
in unity with our fellow-creatures”-virtues which Sherover believes the state 
should instill-Mill says that “social state i n  at once so natural, so necessary, and 
so habitual to man, that except in some unusual circumstances or by an effort of 
voluntary abstraction, he never conceives himselfothemise than as a member of 
a body” (my emphasis). Mill continues in a thoroughly collectivist mood, even 
suggesting that this “feeling of unity... be taught as a religion” with “all the 
psychological power and the social efficacy of a religion.”Finally, thelibertarian 
Mill comes to life and warns us of the excesses of this program, which might 
“interfere unduly with human freedom and individuality.’’ Not only is Sherover 
unaware of the threats to freedom in organic views, he also does not address the 
problems of Green’s concept of positive freedom, which has inspired some to 
demand equality of results. 

To be fair, Sherover does stress the concept of balance of powers. He praises 
both Montesquieu for his original insights on t h i s  principle and our founding 
fathers for their wisdom in embodying it in our constitution. Sherover criticizes 
thesimple majoritarianism of theliberdutilitarianposition and the shortcomings 
of parliamentary democracy. He faults them for failing to see that the greatest 
danger in government is not executive power, but legislative tyranny. Recent 
critics of American executive power, Sherover implies, fail to see the wisdom of 
our founders. 

I am surprised that Sherover did not at least mention virtue ethics in his 
reconstruction of social philosophy. The proponents of this view also believe in a 
socialself,proposeanembodiedreasonandconcreterights,rejectmerelegalism, 
and return to tradition and community. 
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Readers may find Sherover's style somewhat dense in places. This occasional 
obscurity appears primarily in his own original analysis, for his expositor). 
sections are quite lucid. I also stumbled over "words" such as "liberalist," "de- 
equalize," "fundamentality," "lastingness," and "futural time." I also noted 
several misprints and mistakes, such as 1668 for the Glorious Revolution rather 
than1688(60). Iwasalsoirritatedhy Sherover'ssexistlanguage. Wewillnothave 
the sort of society he envisions until we address that greatportion of the population 
who are still oppressed by language and tradition. 


